Faculty Senate Meeting highlights

The October 10, 2016 meeting covered a variety of topics including LEAP Enrollment Policy, The Quadrennial Review, and UAPC Terminology. To learn more about the issues discussed, please read below.

For the President’s Report, Dr. Hopkins turned the floor over to Dr. Berberich who gave a presentation on University Headcount in response to a question raised by Senator Sabo (CEHS) at the September Senate meeting. The slides from Berberich’s presentation are available online at https://webapp2.wright.edu/sites/www.wright.edu/files/uploads/2016/Oct/meeting/FSBerberich_Headcount.pdf. A summary of the presentation will appear in the online additional attachments section of the October Senate meeting once available. https://www.argyle.edu/faculty-senate/about/senate-meeting-agendamets-and-minutes/meeting/13791 From the President’s Report Dr. Sudkamp opened his report by welcoming Douglas Leaman, the new Dean of the College of Science & Math. Dean Leaman serves as Wright State as the former chair of the University of Toledo Department of Biological Sciences. https://webapp2.wright.edu/web1/newsroom/2016/07/06/douglas-leaman-dean-of-science-and-mathematics/ The Student Success Center A few weeks ago, the University held the dedication of the John & Shirley Berry Auditorium in the Student Success Center, which included the categories Fully Online/No Set Meet Time, Fully Online, and In-person. These categories are defined by State definition and are accredited by the appropriate agency for the degree granted. The UAPC Terminology. To learn how the law has changed, the LEAP program does not yet admit these students. LEAP has proposed a policy for these students to begin to study the English language. Although LEAP courses are non-credit-bearing and not part of any academic degree program, LEAP/English asks the policy to be approved by the senate. With no dis- illusion, the senate moved to vote on the policy at November.

Curricular Items
Curricular items treated as new business included the addition of the new USP program in Marketing Entrepreneurship (RSCoB), the name change of Mass Communications to Media Studies (CoMa), and the death of Nursing Beacon program (CoMa).